Analysis of a negative binomial host-parasitoid model with two maturation delays and impulsive resource input.
To study the interaction of parasitoids and their insect hosts in laboratory environment, we propose a mathematical model incorporating impulsive resource inputs, stage-structure, maturation times and negative binomial distribution of parasitoid attacks. According to the adaptability of the insect host to the environment, we obtain conditions under which the system is uniformly permanent in two cases, which guarantee that the host and its parasitoid can coexist. By applying fixed point theory, we show existence of the positive periodic solution where the host and its parasitoid can coexist, and also obtain the conditions that ensure the existence of the parasitoid-extinction periodic solution. Our numerical analysis confirms and extends our theoretical results. The simulations show that when the total amount of resource is fixed, a smaller amount of recourse inputs with a shorter period of impulsive delivery results in smaller oscillation amplitude in the insect host population. However, the development of parasitoid population is not affected by the resource management strategy. It is also demonstrated that larger maturation times, either the host's or the parasitoid's, lead to the decline of the parasitoid population. But larger parasitoid's maturation time does accelerate the host's population growth. These are helpful for us to acquire a deeper knowledge of the host-parasitoid interaction in laboratory environment.